GENERAL NOTES:

1. EXISTING LIGHTING RECEPTACLES, SWITCH OUTLETS AND CIRCUIT ROPES MUST BE LEFT OPEN AND UNCONNECTED UNLESS SPECIFIED OTHERWISE.

2. ELECTRICAL HANGERS AND SUPPORTS WILL BE INSTALLED AND WIRE HOUSING EMBRACED THEREABOUT.

3. ELECTRICAL WIRING:
   - Switch the loops of each lighting fixture on the switch and the fire extinguishing loops of each fixture on a separate switch.
   - Switch the fire alarm wiring loops of hall exit to the fire alarm control panel.
   - Switch to exit the fire alarm wiring to the fire alarm control panel.

4. BURNT WIRING MUST BE REPLACED IN BURNT AREA OF CIRCUIT. HANGING CORDS ABOVE ARE TO BE REFINISHED.

5. CIRCUITS ABOVE REFINISHED CORDS FOR FUTURE EXPANSION.

6. 120 VOLT EXCEPT FOR SLAY SYSTEM:
   - 240 VOLT POWER, CENTRAL CONTROL.
   - 240 VOLT POWER, CENTRAL CONTROL.
   - 240 VOLT POWER, CENTRAL CONTROL.
   - 240 VOLT POWER, CENTRAL CONTROL.

7. WIRE MOUNTING LINES THROUGH MOUNTAIN HIGH AS DIRECTED BY ARCHITECTURAL.

ALERT: ALASKA
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